
  Name ______________________________ 
 

CSC 2405 – Smartshell III Hands On (contd.) 
 

 
Log into your Unix account and change your current directory to csc2405/smartshell. Continue 
editing your file history.c to implement the following functionality. 

 
 

1. Write a function with the prototype 
 

void read_history_file(char * filename); 
/* Open the file with the name passed as argument (this will be a file containing a history of 
commands typed into the shell). Read each line from the file (use fgets) and save it in the 
history_cmd array (use save_cmd) */  
 
For example, if the content of the file passed as an argument is  
 
  Cmd 1 
  Cmd 2 
  Cmd 3 
 
then this function will update history_cmd to look like: 
 

 
num_cmds 3 

 
history_cmd      

  
 

 
 
 
 

2. Write a test main program for the read_history_file function. KEEP IT SIMPLE.  
 
3. Write a function with the prototype 

 
void save_history_file(char * filename); 
/* Open the file with the name passed as argument (unless already opened). Write each string 
from the history_cmd array into the file (use fprintf), one per line. Close the file. */  
 

4. Extend your main program to test the save_history_file function. KEEP IT SIMPLE.  
 

5. Show your code to your instructor for grading. 
 

Cmd 3 \0 

Cmd 2 \0 

Cmd 1 \0 



6. Reorganize your code from part II of the smartshell project to include a function that handles 
one user command, similar to the one below: 

 
void handle_cmd(char * cmd) 
{ 
    if (strncmp(cmd, "quit", 4) == 0) handle_quit(); 
    if (strncmp(cmd, "path", 4) == 0)   handle_path(); 
    else if (strncmp(cmd, "where ", 6) == 0)  handle_where(cmd+6); 
    else if (strncmp(cmd, "list", 4) == 0) handle_list(); 
    else if (strncmp(cmd, "disk", 4) == 0) handle_disk(); 
    else if (strncmp(cmd, "mem", 3) == 0)  handle_mem(); 
    else if (strncmp(cmd, "cd ", 3) == 0)  handle_cd(cmd+3); 
    else if (strncmp(cmd, "history", 7) == 0) handle_history(); 
    else if (strncmp(cmd, "run", 3) == 0)  handle_run(cmd); 
} 

 
7. Code for the first six handle_* function has been provided in the instructor’s solution to part II 

of the shell project. Write code for the two missing functions:  
 

void handle_history(); 
/* Identical to print_cmd from the previous smartshell handson.   
    Print out the (numbered) commands saved in global variable history_cmd, one per line.*/   
 

             For example, if history_cmd has the structure depicted above, the output should be:  
 

1. Cmd 1 
2. Cmd 2 
3. Cmd 3 

 
void handle_run(char * cmd); 
/* The command has the form run #, where # is an integer.  

         Execute the command numbered # from the history of commands.  
     Use atoi(cmd+4) to get the number # for the command. */  
 
  For example, if history_cmd has the structure depicted above, then the command 

 
run 2 
 

 should trigger handle_run to invoke handle_cmd("Cmd 2").  
 

8. Show your code to your instructor for grading. 
 

9. Put these pieces together in a solution to Part III of the smartshell project. The sequence of 
events in the main function should be as follows: 

 

• Read the history of commands from a history file (call it history.txt). Close the history file 
after reading. 

• In an infinite loop 
o Read user command 
o Save user command in the history_cmd array 
o Handle user command. If command is “quit”, save all commands from 

history_cmd in the history file before exiting.  


